
10 REQUIREMENTS YOU MUST CHECK BEFORE BUYING A SERVO 
GEARMOTOR. 
 
In the bustling world of food and beverage manufacturing, the efficiency and precision of your 
operations are paramount. Every drop of beverage filled, every pastry baked, and every packaging 
sealed are processes where even the slightest discrepancy can impact product quality and, 
subsequently, brand reputation. Central to ensuring these operations run seamlessly is the unsung hero 
of the manufacturing floor: the Servo Gearmotor. Its pivotal role in driving machinery often goes 
unnoticed, but its selection? That can make all the difference between a smooth production line and 
unexpected downtimes. 
 
 
With its stringent safety standards and relentless production schedules, the food and beverage industry 
demands gearmotors that are robust and tailored to the specific requirements of individual processes. 
Selecting the right gearmotor can seem like a daunting task, given the myriad of technical parameters 
and environmental considerations involved. However, the decision becomes markedly simpler with a 
structured approach and a clear understanding of what's at stake. 
 
 
This guide aims to illuminate the intricacies of Servo Gearmotor selection, offering insights explicitly 
tailored to the unique challenges and needs of the food and beverage industry. Whether you're setting 
up a new production line, upgrading existing machinery, or simply aiming to optimize operations, this 
guide will equip you with the knowledge needed to make an informed choice—a choice that aligns with 
your production goals, ensures efficiency, and, most importantly, stands the test of time in the 
demanding world of food and beverage manufacturing. Let's embark on this journey of understanding 
and decision-making together. 
 
 
Why Servo Gearmotors in Food & Beverage Manufacturing? 

1. Precision: The food and beverage industry necessitates exact measurements, especially when 
dealing with ingredient mixing or product filling. A minor inconsistency can compromise the 
product's quality. Servo gear motors offer unparalleled precision in terms of speed and position, 
ensuring consistent outputs batch after batch. 

2. Flexibility: Different processes within the industry require varying speeds and torque. Servo 
gearmotors can adapt swiftly, accommodating different operations without the need for 
mechanical adjustments or complete system overhauls. 

3. Efficiency: In an environment where machinery often operates continuously, energy 
consumption becomes a significant concern. Servo gearmotors are renowned for their energy 
efficiency, ensuring that operations are not only consistent but also cost-effective. 

4. Compact Design: With space often at a premium in manufacturing plants, the combined design 
of the servo gearmotor ensures that it occupies minimal space without compromising on its 
capabilities. 

 
 



 
In the Context of Food & Beverage Production 
Consider a bottling plant. The bottles must be filled to a precise level, capped accurately, and labeled in 
exact positions. A servo gear motor's precision ensures that each bottle is uniformly filled, reducing 
wastage. Its flexibility means that the same production line can adjust to different bottle sizes or fill 
levels with minimal intervention. Its efficiency ensures that the plant can run for extended periods 
without incurring exorbitant energy costs. And its compact nature means integrating it into existing 
systems or setting up new ones becomes a hassle-free experience. 
In essence, while it might seem like just another component in the vast machinery landscape, the servo 
gearmotor's role is pivotal. As we delve deeper into the intricacies of selection criteria in the following 
sections, it's essential to remember the fundamental value this component brings to the table. 
 
 
Key Factors in Gearmotor Selection 
Selecting the right servo gearmotor is not just about matching specifications from a catalog. It's about 
understanding the unique demands of your food and beverage operations and ensuring that the 
gearmotor can meet these requirements day in, day out. Let's dissect the critical parameters you should 
consider. 
a. Torque Requirements 

• The Power Behind Operations: At its core, torque is the rotational force exerted by the motor. 
In the context of food and beverage manufacturing, it can be the difference between smoothly 
kneading a thick dough and the machinery stalling mid-process. 

• Continuous vs. Peak Torque: Continuous torque is what your motor will use during regular 
operations. However, during sudden load changes, like when starting a mixer full of ingredients, 
the motor might momentarily require more power—this is where peak torque comes in. 
Balancing these two ensures smooth operations without overburdening the motor. 

• Determining Torque Needs: One must consider the heaviest load the gearmotor will encounter. 
Will it be stirring a vat of viscous liquid? Driving a conveyor belt laden with goods? Each task will 
have its own torque demands. 

b. Speed Requirements 
• Versatility in Motion: Different stages in food processing might require different speeds. The 

ability of a servo gearmotor to adapt to these changes is essential. For instance, a bottling line 
might fill bottles at one speed but cap them at another. 

• Understanding RPM: The Revolutions Per Minute (RPM) denotes how fast the motor turns. 
While high RPMs can be useful for tasks like filling, lower RPMs, offering more torque, might be 
essential for operations like mixing. 

• Variable Speed Operations: This is especially vital if your production line handles diverse 
products. A motor that can seamlessly transition between speeds ensures minimal downtime 
during changeovers. 

c. Backlash Considerations 
• The Precision Detail: Backlash refers to the slight movement or "play" in the motor when 

changing direction. In processes requiring high precision, like accurate positioning of labels, 
minimal backlash is crucial. 



• Reduced Wear and Tear: A servo gearmotor with minimal backlash not only ensures precision 
but reduces wear and tear, ensuring a longer operational life. 

d. Gear Ratio 
• Balancing Act: The gear ratio affects how motor speed is translated into output speed of the 

shaft. It's a balance between speed and torque. A high gear ratio might give more torque but at 
a reduced speed, and vice versa. 

• Tailoring to Task: The right ratio ensures the motor operates within its optimal range, neither 
too fast, risking wear, nor too slow, compromising efficiency. 

As we continue to delve deeper into the other factors, remember that every production line is unique. 
While these guidelines provide a solid foundation, always consider the specific demands of your 
operations and how they might vary over time. Upfront investment in understanding these nuances 
ensures long-term operational excellence. 
 
 
e. Durability and Lifespan 

• Endurance in Adverse Conditions: The food and beverage manufacturing environment can be 
tough. From splashes of hot liquids to acidic spills or even the everyday wear and tear from 
continuous operations, a gearmotor faces numerous challenges. Durability isn't just a perk—it's 
a necessity. 

• Material Matters: Stainless steel gearmotors, for instance, offer excellent resistance to 
corrosion, making them ideal for areas exposed to frequent washdowns or acidic ingredients. 
On the other hand, certain high-strength alloys might be better suited for applications 
demanding higher torques. 

• Maintenance Implications: A durable gearmotor might have a higher upfront cost but consider 
the long-term savings. Fewer breakdowns mean reduced downtimes and maintenance costs, 
contributing to a lower total cost of ownership. 

f. Efficiency Metrics 
• Economic and Environmental Concerns: Energy-efficient gearmotors not only reduce 

operational costs but also contribute to a smaller carbon footprint—a critical consideration in 
today's environmentally-conscious world. 

• Heat Dissipation: An efficient gearmotor typically generates less heat. Excessive heat can 
compromise lubricants, leading to increased wear and potential failure. Especially in the food 
and beverage industry, where hygiene is paramount, reduced heat also minimizes the risk of 
food products getting spoiled due to elevated temperatures near the machinery. 

• Optimized Operations: Efficiency isn't just about electricity consumption. It's also about how 
effectively the motor translates that energy into movement, ensuring operations are smooth 
and consistent. 

g. Size and Weight Constraints 
• Space-Efficient Designs: In crowded manufacturing facilities, space is at a premium. Compact 

gearmotors that don't compromise on power can be invaluable, allowing for more efficient 
layouts or even the addition of more machinery if required. 

• Stability Concerns: While compactness is essential, one must also consider the gearmotor's 
weight. A gearmotor that's too light might not offer the stability needed, especially in high-
torque applications, leading to vibrations or even shifts in positioning. 



• Integration with Existing Systems: Especially when upgrading or replacing gearmotors, size and 
weight play a pivotal role in ensuring the new unit can fit seamlessly into the existing 
infrastructure without necessitating significant overhauls. 

Choosing a gearmotor isn't a mere technical exercise—it's a strategic decision. The right choice 
enhances operational flow, reduces downtimes, and ensures the quality of the end product. As we 
venture further into the nuances of selection, keep in mind the overarching goal: optimized, 
uninterrupted, and efficient production. 
 
 
h. Mounting Configuration 

• Foundational Stability: The way a servo gearmotor is mounted directly impacts its performance 
and longevity. The right mounting ensures the motor remains stable, reduces vibrations, and 
optimizes power transmission. 

• Types of Mountings: 
• Flange Mounting: Often used for direct drives where the motor is coupled directly to the 

machinery. Its design facilitates precise alignment, ensuring optimal power transfer and reduced 
wear. 

• Foot Mounting: This traditional method, using bolted feet, provides a robust base, especially for 
heavier motors or those exposed to significant loads. 

• Face Mounting: Ideal for compact spaces, this mounting type allows the motor to be attached 
directly to the machinery's face or side. 

• Torque Arm Mounting: Particularly used when the motor experiences significant axial or radial 
loads, this method stabilizes the motor, ensuring consistent performance. 

• Alignment and Precision: Improper alignment can lead to premature wear, inefficiencies, and 
even system failures. Ensure the mounting configuration chosen aligns perfectly with the 
operational machinery to guarantee seamless operations. 

i. Environmental Conditions 
• Withstanding the Elements: Food and beverage manufacturing plants can vary significantly in 

their environmental conditions. From cold storage areas to hot baking zones, the servo 
gearmotor must be able to function optimally across diverse environments. 

• Protection from Contaminants: Flour dust in a bakery, mist in a beverage bottling area, or even 
the oils in a fryer zone can impede gearmotor performance. Choose units with appropriate 
sealing and protective measures to prevent ingress of such contaminants. 

• Temperature Fluctuations: Motors designed for high-temperature environments should 
dissipate heat effectively, ensuring they don't overheat. Conversely, those in colder areas should 
be able to start and operate without issues even at lower temperatures. 

• Washdowns and Cleanings: In the food and beverage industry, regular cleaning is a necessity. 
Gearmotors should be resistant to frequent washdowns, ensuring neither water nor cleaning 
agents compromise their functionality. 

j. Budget and Cost Implications 
• Initial Investment vs. Long-Term Gains: While it's tempting to opt for a cheaper gearmotor 

upfront, consider the long-term implications. A slightly pricier, high-quality motor might offer 
better efficiency, durability, and reduced maintenance costs, translating to savings in the long 
run. 



• Total Cost of Ownership: Beyond the purchase price, consider factors like installation costs, 
energy consumption, potential downtimes, and maintenance expenses. An all-encompassing 
view of costs ensures a well-informed decision. 

• Warranty and Support: A good warranty can be indicative of a manufacturer's confidence in 
their product. Additionally, manufacturers that offer robust post-sales support can be invaluable 
in the event of unforeseen issues. 

The complexity of selecting the right servo gearmotor is undeniable. However, with a methodical 
approach, focusing on each of these critical factors, one can ensure a choice that bolsters the 
manufacturing process, ensuring consistency, quality, and efficiency. 
 
 
 
 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 
Navigating the world of servo gearmotors, especially in the nuanced context of the food and beverage 
industry, invariably leads to questions. Here are some commonly encountered queries: 
1. How do I determine my specific application's exact torque and speed requirements? 

• Calculating your application's requirements can be intricate. Collaborating with a gearmotor 
specialist or using tools like the Sumitomo Drive Technologies' Servo Gearmotor configurator 
can provide precise insights, tailored to your operations. 

2. What makes Sumitomo's Servo Cyclo®, Servo Hyponic®, and Servo Bevel BuddyBox® 4 distinct from 
other gearmotors? 

• These products are designed with the rigors of the food and beverage industry in mind. They 
combine the legacy of Sumitomo's quality with modern engineering. For instance, the Servo 
Cyclo® offers unparalleled torque density, while the Servo Hyponic® provides unmatched 
efficiency, and the Servo Bevel BuddyBox® 4 is renowned for its compact, space-saving design. 

• . 
2. Is there a significant advantage to opting for a stainless-steel gearmotor in a food processing 
environment? 

• Absolutely. Stainless steel offers superior resistance to corrosion, making it ideal for 
environments exposed to moisture, acidic ingredients, or frequent washdowns. Its hygienic 
properties also minimize contamination risks, ensuring product safety. 

3. How often should I schedule maintenance checks for my servo gearmotor? 
• The maintenance frequency largely depends on the motor's usage intensity, environmental 

conditions, and manufacturer recommendations. However, as a rule of thumb, regular 
inspections at least semi-annually can preempt potential issues. 

4. Can one servo gearmotor handle variable tasks across different stages of production? 
• Yes, modern servo gearmotors can adapt to varying speeds and torque requirements, making 

them versatile across multiple stages. However, always ensure that the motor's range aligns 
with the tasks' demands. 

5. How crucial is the gear ratio, and can it be changed after installation? 
• The gear ratio is pivotal as it balances speed and torque. While some gearmotors allow for ratio 

adjustments post-installation, it's often more efficient and less cumbersome to select the right 
ratio at the outset. 
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Conclusion 
The food and beverage manufacturing sector demands precision, efficiency, and reliability. Making the 
right choice in servo gearmotors is an investment in the very essence of your operations. 
 
 
Throughout this guide, we've walked you through the facets of gearmotor selection. But beyond the 
technicalities, the choice also depends on a partner that brings innovation, quality, and support to the 
table. Sumitomo Drive Technologies does just that, with pioneering products like the Servo Cyclo®, 
Servo Hyponic®, and Servo Bevel BuddyBox® 4. 
 
 
The new additions to Sumitomo's lineup encapsulate the brand's commitment to excellence. Whether 
it's the unparalleled torque density of Servo Cyclo®, the unmatched efficiency of Servo Hyponic®, or the 
compact design of the Servo Bevel BuddyBox® 4, these products cater to the unique demands of the 
food and beverage industry. 
 
 
And with tools like the Servo Gearmotor configurator, Sumitomo ensures that the process of selection is 
as streamlined as their products. It's not just about choosing a gearmotor; it's about forging a 
partnership that propels your operations into the future. 
 
 
To those dedicated to unparalleled quality and efficiency in the food and beverage sector, Sumitomo 
Drive Technologies stands as a beacon of innovation and reliability. Here's to a future of impeccable 
operations, minimized downtimes, and products that resonate with excellence. 
 


